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Blowing Wishes

Peg Brock

Latria

You spin the earth and circulate planets
According to invisible laws.
You suck heavy moisture into clouds
Impregnating them, but they neither explode
Nor sink of their weight like a sounding line ' s plumb.
You obscure the silver moon's coin with cloud
Like a sheet pulled over the grin of death.
Every twenty-four hours you push darkness
Over the sparkled bright blinding ocean.
Your night's primitive electricity
Startles the enlightened firmament
Into the palsied shakes of the senile.
Your discipline, which lays the soothing hand
Shalom on the Mediterranean,
Simultaneously blasts haughty Egypt.
Your odoriferous breath blows fogs away
And clarifies the atmosphere with health.
Your finger stabs the threatening reptile.
Even so, I see only the fringe
of your glory, I scarcely hear your voice,
And the tremendous blasts of your thunder
Leave me bewildered.
Nicholas Barker

New Life

Eternity has begun again
A penetration that will last forevennore
We do not understand its magnitude
because we would be crushed under its weight.
She feels a seining deep within.
something brand new and inexplicable,
like a strong silence in her recesses.
His devotion will grow as steadily as the creation
multiplying until it abounds.
An entirely different, precious perspective.
They praise God! He has blessed!
His promises stand fulfilled.
A wise and caring Master is He.
Who understands such a mystery?
Who but the Almighty could have even dreamed?
Him in His infinite glory and power
reaches down and gently touches,
a painless caress of Holy ordinance.
And we weep in our incapacity.
So thankful, so joyful, so trusting.
So glad to be used by the Almighty,
So wonderful to be blessed as His children.
Hollee Brock

Me Streaming Lear
I am lear or near. or .near because I am not to be confu sed with job
who was given it all back. I haven't even lost anyrhin g. l am lost I
am somewhere I am without eyes to see the path I couldn ' t ee with
balled cases. Weeds to cover me, trees to speak to me and daughters to love me.
Eric Costello

Circle of One
A tensile skeleton
I stand in the desert
Holding a rusty circle
To a blinding sun
Hoping to catch one drink
Of soothing, cooling, fulfillin g water
A
A
A
A

hopeless dream I dreamt
soundless cry I live
boundless wasteland opens
forsaken place

Passing by
I cannot speak
Or look
Or be calm and strong
We came here together
Now here is my dwelling
Mike Hardie

Burning
At nine years old he couldn't understand.
the bricks being thrown,
the chants being sung,
the hate seething against his own people.
He could remember that night ...
awakened by yelling,
glass shattering everywhere,
and as he and his mother watched,
the cross burned.
He asked her, "Who are they?"
Her answer, "People who don't understand,"
made everything as clear as
black and white.
Hollee Brock

\Vorld's Price
Welcome worldly wi dom
Tame to my touch
Choose a violent voice
To open chosen doors
Tear into this treasure
Take what you want
I'm not holding hard
This soiled savory such
I'm giving up Freedom
For Feelings far from time
They soak tomorrow
With their burning rhyme
Bill English
Spirit Delivery
On the rural route,
the local spirits delivery truck
careens around corners
coloring the landscape
with calls to carouse
spreading his gospel
of Gibleys and Gordons
the driver hears his new bottles rattle
as he follows the narrow road
of the distribution mission
The tavern owner waits
for his order
the traveler waits at the bar
the thirsty wait
for their cups to be filled
Cliff Foreman

Rock Bottom and Falling
last night Lowell and i heard the wild spiders
crying together but without tears
last night i saw the thin white hand
getting a cigarette from my last pack of years
saw others grabbing out for the razor thrill
others letting the dullness do the kill
Simpson said 'Look at the estranged lovers
their Marlboros pulse with all the life there is within"
Lowell introduced me to Donald who had just started painting
he had been a rock and roll star before it started raining
but now he is painting pictures of the living with eyes that
have been slaughtered
the lowlands are covered with the rising flood
soon where we are standing will all be mud
and the light at four in the morning from his studio plays on
the restless dark water
he races against wasted time
spent harmonizing pointless rhymes
pouring himself out on the ground
some throw away time, some life, some resources
some good women and call them divorces
it doesn't take wild horses
to drag our unfaithful hearts away
last nights minds were exploding in William's room
and i had to leave regretfully too soon
saying "i have to go to work in the morning"
civilization is raping all the moments i am storing
(though my artist friends call it whoring)
"it's my place" i explain
the next morning i walked by all last night's overdoses
i heard Etheridge mumbling in the needle alley
"what now dumb nigger damn near dead"
as i moved on towards my own eighteen story Roman galley

and the junlcie may rise and try to assume proper posture
i may become disillusioned and slouch
doesn't matter order al ways falls back into chaos
all of the erect will soon bend and crouch
and the cracked up return to the couch
like roo to kanga's pouch
but Lowell doesn't seem to be getting much help here
last night Simpson hit rock bottom
me and Lowell went over to help him through it
he was mumbling "Love would be salvation
if i had any idea of how to go about doing it
i'll hurt another good woman tomorrow
since i haven't learned anything since yesterday
just throwing, throwing, throwing it away"
J. R. Caines

Starvation
Eyes, African eyes.
Blue-black skin over sharp bones.
Steak and chocolate mousse.
Nicholas Barker

Room With a View

Oh, it does look grey, doesn't it?
The scene from my window.
A heavy black night
Burdened with
Excess moisture,
Think thinking
and dizzy dreams.
But all the while strangling,
Never letting me out.
Preventing morning
Or the cutting
of a knife.
Oh, tear the curtain down!
Crash the crazy pane!
Glimpses of truth, please!
Kim Woodard

Hollee Brock

Soon .. .
Today ... was not very pleasing.
From tisk to task; always moving
Hasty ci_rcles of endless activity.
God ... my soul's only easing.
I'm aching and irritable;
My actions ... controlled by indecision,
Taking that step of faith.
I'm bewildered by life;
And the responsibility that does not end.
Wondering . .. why I don't still enjoy
What I thought were thrills yesterday;
I felt full through and throughout.
Doubts and perplexity ...
I can't wait to get out of the pressure
That comes and goes, but stays.
My spirit rests at ease in God's
Will and peace, but ...
my soul longs for the doubt to be out ...
. . . soon.
Gone ... when time is good and my
confidence is strong.
Is the darkness ever really gone?
Seems like lies will always assault me
While I'm here.
Telling ... lies telling us that
the feelings we know are right.
Whether good or bad how they lie.
In the place of perfection,
when I find out what is true
I won't even need to know the reasons
why I ever wondered this .
. . . soon .
Robert Workman

Nocturne I
Listen!
The night i. oozing into the pores of the earth.
The shoreline of cloud,
Heavy with waves of darkness,
Pres es m belly upon resisting hills
Till spongy trees absorb no more
And are subdued by the passionate flood.

Nocturne II
In solitude,
The long, black tressed night
Clings each wetted wisp
In flowing coil of soft embrace
O'er round, drooped lid
From which some pearl is squeezed
To reach the knowing kiss.

Nocturne I II
Slow,
The weary dark returns from whence it came.
The searching moon
Spreads its luminous breath
On star-pricked silk
While vaporish squids through haloed hills
Flee each throb of panting dawn.
Russell Heddendorf

Nighttime
The City lights shine
With a dull brightness
Enchanting, holding my attention
But they fade
When dawn breaks
Their lonely spell.
As gentle winds blow,
I see above the lights
Into the dark, black sky Bold stars
Far more captivating
Than man's imitations
Never fading
Always displaying
Supernatural brilliance.
Ann E. Thompson

A Walk Through the Woods
Coolness in the air
Bright sky overhead - Colorado blue
Nothing but trees, rocks, and me - all created by God
Silence broken only by one set of footsteps
Dead leaves catching a short ride on my shoelaces
A sense of inner peace that comes only from God
and the realization of His omnipotence
Sanctuary
Suzanne Stanfield

En Verano
Somewhere in the inevitable changing of seasons
I laid clown my life
Left it crying
Wi h1ng never to see it
"lever tn hold it again
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November.
Walk me to the railway side
to cast stones at the passing trains.
When their iron screams have left our minds,
we could lie upon the northern downs
and read the constellated verse
in our half believing eyes.
Teach me how to think again
of the simple things
and smile with importance
as if my face is nearly covered
by the dirt that fills my grave.
Speak to me of whispered things,
of the bread and of the wine
then embrace me in the pleasantries
of longly absent tears
until the childhood eye restores itself
to find the bonfire calm
of closeness in novem ber rain
steadying the lights
of the promenading city sketch
our wonder draws below.
Become a friend to me in more
than an imagined pas si ng word,
I am tired of the hurried glance
into the sanctuary
you keep locked behind those chestnuts eyes
of stained glass, saddened wisdom.
Let slip the subtle notion
to meet you in the fields
and walk through blue museums
to share a common dream ....
I've been so long without dreams,
losing all the fallen leaves
to the whiteness of this room .
Mark McManus

Fall (Sunset)
Faraway look in the eyes .
of a fall sunset
Mist-colored skies flecked with melancholy
Spirit
of restlessness nipping at the ear lobes
Fog ... comes like a pillow
upon which emotion's head rests
Much more
Romantic than spring (fall stirs the heart cold
fills the soul
with longing)
lingering memories of campfires (loves and
leaves lost)
restless
(i think the weather moves my emotions clouds cloud my
thinking)
Fall and Love
Draw each other like magnets
( fall in love?)
(love in fall?)
Cold
fall sunset ... chills the skin and moves the
heart
i find myself melancholy ...
Melancholy is fall.
Reid Davis

The Squirrel and the Serpent
On a cool autum·n mom an unusual squirrel was born. At birth it
looked just like any other squirrel of its kind. It had cute, tiny feet and
a face only a mother could love. It didn't display any special talents
or gifts in the early stages of its life but it was full of energy and
sprightliness.
As the squirrel began to grow and experience its environment it
became fascinated with life. It would wander off into the vast woods
and marvel at its surroundings.
One day the squirrel was skipping playfully through the woods
when it encountered a mean snake. The squirrel was terrified of this
dangerous creature for it had heard frightful stories about these sly serpents.
"I won't hurt you," said the snake with an insidious grin. "I know
you've heard bad rumors about me but if you come close I'll tell you
the truth."
The squirrel stood almost paralyzed by the snake's seductive eyes.
The snake began to slither closer. Suddenly the squirrel, without
conscious thought, dashed up a large hardwood oak.
While in the tree the squirrel felt a sense of pride and selfaccomplishment-until it looked down. It was a this moment that the
squirrel realized it was afraid of heights . It began to tremble
nervously as it peered slowly to the ground. Below, the snake was
waiting patiently. Its long, poisonous fangs glistened in the sunlight.
"You can't stay up there forever," laughed the snake. "What are
you gonna do when you get hungry or thirsty?"
The squirrel hadn't thought about that. Horrid images of starvation and death began to pervade its consciousness.
"What are~ gonna do?" cried the squirrel clumsily.
"I'm gonna eat you," replied the snake instantly.
"Why me?" asked the squirrel innocently.
"Why not you? What makes you so different that I should pass
you by? After all, I'm only obeying the primal laws of nature."

The squirrel knew that he could not match wits with the cunning
snake. His heart began to pump furiou ly as he thought of ways to alter
the nake's intention .
'Don't you think it's wrong to eat an animal that really wants to
survive?" pleaded the squirrel.
., o," said the snake sharply. "Those·quest10ns are left up to man.
As for me, morality and ethics are abstract conventions that have no
place in the proces of natural selection."
''How can you say that?!" the squirrel retorted. "That sounds so
Machiavellian, or Freudian."
"They were both right," snickered the serpent.
"But don't you believe in a nake god? When you die don't you
want to go to snake heaven?" The squirrel was gaining confidence.
''There is no snake god and their is no nake heaven. Again, these
are the conventions of humans.'"
"You 're really starting to annoy me ... shouted the squirrel angrily.
"J fow can you be so snatheistic?''
The -,nake began to chuckle at the squirrel's feeble attempts to
preserve its life. o amount ofreasoning or arguing was going to deter
the snake from reaching his goal. I le was detem1ined to feast heartily
on his; prey. Yet. he was enjoying the intellectual exercise.
"You wish to find cause for my predatory habits, do you? Well,
my bumbling. rodent friend, I'll rel! you the cau. e ... "
"Wait!" interrupted the squirrel. "How long is this gonna take?"
''What difference does that make?" asked the snake perplexedly.
"After all, you have nothing but time.''
"That's where you' re wrong,'· replied the squirrel.
''What do you mean, that's where I'm wrong?"
'Tm on my way down."
"Are you crazy?' I'm gonna eat you. I'm gonna take one swift bite
and swallow you whole."
"Then that's what you're gonna have to do. You don't scare me
anymore. In fact, you never did scare me. I allowed myself to be afraid
because of my own pent up fears. I'm coming down outta this tree."
"You're bluffing," replied the snake weakly.
"Watch me," said the squirrel as he made his way gracefully to the
ground. "Now that l'm down here go ahead and eat me. Devour me."
"I can't."
"What do you mean you can't?"

"You've taken all of the fun out of it. I can always find something
to eat but the thrill comes from catching that which tries hardest to
escape. I've never had anyone face me the way that you just have."
"Oh, I get it. There's more glory in attaining the unattainable that
there is in satisfying the physical appetite?"
"Precisely. Y ou·' ve just learned one of the most valuable lessons
of life."
"Well, before I go I'd like to ask you one more question. Do you
really disbelieve in morality, and ethics, and god?"
The snake smiled beguilingly and without one word opened his
dark, pitiless mouth and swallowed his long-awaited prey.
Michael Martin

Dropped Lines
Dangling string and
playful kittens equal
scratches on tiny fingers.
Please don't tease the animals .
Dangling string and
flippant words equal
the big one that got away.
Please don't tease the animals.
Dangling thoughts and
flippant words equal
deep wounds in tender egos.
Please don't tease the animals.
Greta Reiter

A List Like Me
This is the story of dilapidated houses
of extensive tree damage and lon 0 roots in the air
of a car rusted and quiet with wasps making mud homes in it.
Think of all you old furniture, worn and boney.
This is the story of the 21 year old who killed for 18 months
and now works for his girl's husband
of the spider fingered wrinkle who drools and wears diapers
That one's a fixer-upper!
Acorns litter the ground.
I need that wheel and mirror for my car.
I now sit comfortable and entertain my many friends.
I think love fleets like old clothes
and I have been given to the salvation army.
I wonder if some student will buy me and show me off.
Will I fit? Will she see me and think "I was foolish"?
Will I forget the war?
Will my family visit?
Eric Costello

Jazz
Jazz has soft steel eyes
Unsullied style,
Moonlit skin
Black sequins,
Oh! That kid
With the musical veins
And the spiritual brain
And lips that drip the liquor
Of momentary reality And moonstone eyes that flicker
Light in reflection and refraction,
And skat and shine,
Pulsed and enshrined
In the holiness of spontaneous truth
And the breath of youth.
Aaron Belz

Thirsty
Trampled fervor
Makes the weakest of men .
Clipped wings,
Futile attempts at flying,
Empty flapping
Or even silent silence,
No chattering parrot,
No will at all.
Why crush too much?
Pulp is okay.
Squeezing vivacity
Into pale, thin liquid.
And reusing it
Until the syrup
Becomes the very blood
Of a tasteless existence.
Kim Woodard

Joycean Epiphany
i married the dogwood in April
beneath a dark sky
she burned so
white
in the gentle grey rain dripping pure
still and solitary
fluttering in the
wind
it's only June and some days
i wake to find
she never came home the night before
and outside my window the birds
twitter
and the sun shines bright and
irritating
she comes in round noon
with bloodshot eyes and a grubby face
stumbling around the place
tasring different than i remember
what is it about the world
that drains our color
like sand beneath my feet
is it the ocean's desire to pull us under
and it is as natural as the tide
and as fleeting as a disenchanted bride
take comfort husbands
illumination
is an even shorter ride
it was a day much like that day
reading "The Dead" outside bundled up under the hazy ring of
a streetlight

and the ice wind came down the street
and like some giant bird
i lifted up and our of those rows of domestic sleep
away and over the sea.
you can't always hear the distant music
hush .. .
hush .... hush ..
. . my soul sings to me from somewhere far away I am

J. R. Caines

Ann E. Thompson

Hollee Brock

deserting faith

Darkly drains the dew of youth
Behold cold worlds of time
The man finds means to make his mark
So slowly stains soul's truth
Whirlwinds wind by windows locked
And Fate foretells the Fool
For Folly claims and mangles minds
The man to sin has Flocked
Bill English

Before the Storm
Before the storm is quiet rage;
The brow of God looms low .
Sky darkens, darkens - what weird wind,
Twisted, green, cold.
Slow to anger, slow .
We do not think what we do not do;
Foolish sheep unfold .
Follow folly simon says Light dimmed low.
Slow to anger, slow .
Lies that crush, that kill and crumble;
Little black globe.
Hollow man, sightless child
In violence robed.
Slow to anger, slow?
Flash of fire pierces sky,
Iron striking bone.
Day that mocks the fated night Heavy earth groans.
Oh righteous anger, flow .
Jane McCallum

Weep for the Lost Dimension
(Hiroshima)
Noise and clamor,
Commotion of everyday life
Echoes just beyond hearing
In the deathly quiet
Lost forever to the ears of mortals.
Almost tangible
Beyond the empty stillness of death,
A displaced civilization calls,
Restless,
Still mourning its brutal death.
The wind blows dust
Over the rubble
Of what was once a mighty city
Where children used to play,
Old men remembered,
And lovers embraced
Will all the passion of life and youth.
Gone All de stroyed in a twinkling,
Alive one moment, Annihilated the next
With no warning of impending disaster
And no one to mourn its untimely death.
All that remains is a shadow
Seared by intense heat
Into perpetuation,
Imprisoned in a sealed dimension
Beyond reach,
Beyond rest,
Gone forever.
Weep.
Taylorina Stout

Al.in r,ol

Alienation

At night, the big guns talk
With voice of destruction,
As to them fal l
On prostrate body
And clawing hands,
Their creator,
Fearful of their uttered sound
And echoed laughter through jagged hill s.
Russell Heddendorf, Korea, 1953

An Awkward Smile.

I. Subversion (beggar's clothes).
Tell me.
did I stare?
I didn't mean to stare,
it's just that on this bench,
kept distanced from the shop displays,
I feel detached and old
like white chairs on an overlook
they used to use
for dancing.
Would you sit by me, just speak awhile?
I am years without companion
and have missed the times to listen.
I don't care what you 're saying,
it doesn't have to be profound
or mute in Academic,
just let me know this air I breathe
is the same as someone else's.
I am aware I lack initiative,
I have seen this from my chair
as I sit and watch the lobby wolves
weigh their risks and odds ...
"Poet? Priest? Perhaps, a fool
is what this poor girl wants ... "
I loathe their self-inflicted grace
yet am jealous of their nerve.
I wish that I could write you
some sonnet drunk with passion
or give a dozen
long stemmed cliches
to entertain your pleasure.
Sometimes, I long to compromise
like the shallow swimming king
but in Providence
those words sound forced
through my jack-o'-lantern grin

and I can't see stars,
just eyes, ...
though every night I've tried,
and I can't hear songs,
just words, ...
despite their warm design
I find that rhymes are far removed
from natural, speaking tongue.
I suppose that makes me truthful
and truthfully , inept
at conjuring an impact on
the public now at large
and their force fed, saccharine diets
as advertised on T. V.

II. The Inverted Wall.
No, .....

this is pretension.
The truth is
I am scared
(that poem left unwritten
is the one I couldn't send).
Even here, the reference "you",
inhibition steals your name.
I realize,
this cage is mine,
a pnxluct of invention.
I wonder if I' 11 ever just
give up enough
to try.
Do I contradict myself
in published introspection?
Forgive me, I am staring,
I never meant to stare
myself into this loneliness
(the nature of these chains).

III. Today, I dreamt in blue.
Please,
confron t me.
Frustrate me
to the rushed, desperate tones
of a tortured admission.
Let me tell you everything
then say nothing at all,
allowing me the trembling
and knowing I am through.
Leave it all uncomfortable
then speak warmly or in anger,
confessing that you love me
or the tersely spit request
to just leave you
alone,
the suffering is less.
Feeling loved or cut by hatred,
I desire either way,
at least then you would think
of me
with passion and not grey,
ambiguous avoidance.
This longing coming clean
is my insominac dreaming
in a morning inbetween.
Mark McManus

Just a Bike?
"Jr's just a bike," he said, "and not really a very good one. Look
at it! The seat look like Gonzo's nose, the pedals are falling apart,
srokes are mis ing, parts are bent, broken, or just gone, and it's
covered with mud and dirt."
"Just a bike? How can you say just a bike? Do you know what this
machine is capable of?"
"Yeah, it's c~,pable of falling apart when you beat it to death."
How could he have known? He had never ridden across America
or down a steep dirt hill. He probably couldn't change gears, or, for
that matter, ride without training wheels. How could he have known?
True, to the eye of the unbeliever, (and the unfit), it did rather
resemble a yellow and green two-wheeled machine with any number
of rarts bent, broken, or just missing. To the unbeliever. But to the
knowing, to the more fortunate and less ignorant, to those whose
spirit:-. had been absorbed, at times, by this wondrous machine, it was
more. Much more. When my eyes rested on this metallic creation, I
saw not a bicycle, but a friend capable of transcending time, conquering emotions, and transporting me to other worlds.
Even now, more than a year after that slice of time when my bike
and I crossed this continent, even now it rakes only a glance to pass
into that fourth dimension and return to that incredible trip. Whether
it be rhat moment of riding out of the Atlantic or that point of time
"hen we slipped head first into the Pacific, it doesn't matter, I can
relive any moment of that ride with a reality that rivals the ride itself.
Often I see myself riding down the Allegheny Mountain road at 5055 mph and veering off on that truck ramp. I can feel the adrenaline
rush as I hit the loose gravel and I hear it more under my wheels. Once
:1gain I know the shock of realizing there is a ramp of loose stones in
front of me and it is too late to ·top. It is exhilarating to know, once
more, the sensation of soaring through the air in an uncontrolled flip,
unable to free my feet from the grasp of the toeclips, and landing on
my head and shoulders and finally departing from my bike. Even the
pain of the injured rib returns to me in an almost pleasant agony as I
continue the day's ride after the adrenalin has left my body.

Sometimes it seems I span time in a different manner, and I am
riding the entire length at once. In a single moment I am in the desert
under the scorching sun where distance is warped and the next ten
miles seem buta few pedal strokes away, and I am in the Rockies early
in the morning as a mist seems to hang just above a green meadow in
which deer graze in an almost surrealistic picture, and I also hear the
coyotes howling to the Oregon moon while I struggle up the
Pennsylvania hills and attempt 153 miles in one day through Nebraska.
In my own feeble way, though trapped in the past, I understand how
God watches us from a realm separated from time.
Yes, this is a time machine, but it does not end its uses there. As
I mount this steed on an afternoon heavy with emotions which boil
within me in an unceasing attempt to break loose from my control, I
find an escape. Rather than my emotions running out of control, I run
from the need to control them. The battle becomes physical and my
body aches, but the mind is released from responsibilities it was not
designed to cope with. As energy is spent I slip into a world devoid of
heartaches linked to pretty faces. What one word from a blond head
threw into chaos, is now put in order by a different chaos. An insanity
of physical exertion leaves no room for petty emotions or absurd cases
of irrational thought provoked by feminine whim. This world defies
gender. Here there is nothing but the pounding (but not broken) heart,
the rhythm of cadence, the sadism of lactic acid, acute awareness of
heightened concentration, and an utter exhaustion that drops me back
into this world too tired to appreciate the fine art of breaking hearts.
Perhaps in the morning I will remember, but now my heart is too
caught up in supplying oxygen to this crazy brain to spend time being
broken.
Still other worlds exist for me to explore on this machine. When
I don helmet and gloves and enter the world of dirt trails I become
Machine. Each action is precise, whether jumping a fallen log,
avoiding dangerous rocks, or sliding around sharp comers. One
mistake and I lose the race. One mistake and I am separated from my
bike to land on my head in a thorn bush, yet even this is a part of the
whole. To love what is most feared. To take pleasure in the act

avoided. To remount with laughter and begin again the cycle until I
find another set of thorn to lie in. Words may paint vivid pictures of
the biker riding the edge of control as he flies down a hill, but until the
picture is lived, one cannot understand the painter. Only through
participation can such a catharsis be reached. No other means can
convey the purging rush of a high speed entrance into a puddle of mud
and water which hides treacherous ruts, or clarify the miracle of
cleansing with dirt. The ride is its own language, untranslatable, yet
learned in a few moments upon this two-wheeled wonder. The mute
screams and only a few select hear what he has to say in his foreign
tongue.
Ju ta bike? No, a friend who never says no, never leaves you,
never asks for anything but a little oil and air.
"Hey, why don't you get a car instead of just a bike"
A car? Boy, is he dumb! Then again, maybe a monster truck might
be okay ....
Dan English
Her Poem

She is light
as the ray of sun in her eyes.
She steps with the grace and beauty
as tall soft willows in the wind.
Her eyes are the color of
fresh spring that holds until
winter makes her more glorious.
with the white of the snow
and the crisp of the evergreen.
Her eyes are
sharp and quick, like a bird in flight.
Her countenance is
honest and appealing.
Her voice is
clever with the laugh of a fox
who has just lost the pack
in the stream, and now waits
on the bank preening its fur.
John Nicholas Arnie

Peg Brock

Math

Two plus Two is Always Four,
Because Numbers never lie.
I have always liked every number,
But I've never liked i.
Why?
Because Numbers never lie.
Lance Edlin g

Self Portrait
I guess when I sit and paint
I am overwhelmed with the
power
to change
to modify
to refine all the imperfections of my features.
Is it really I who holds the brush?
As time flashes by
And I am left hanging on Your wall,
I only hope that this veritable portrait
Will be chipped and cracked,
And I, the theophany
Will be embellished
With whip-burns and nail bites
And splinters under my skin.
There are many painters, but only one Artist.
My prayer is that the two of us could get together,
and paint.
Joe Kickasola

Waving

Infants clench and explode their chubby hands in rapid series.
Women hold hands up and wiggle fingers starting with the pinky.
Men perform a sorrof civilian salute, bringing their hands
To chopping attention about the level of their ears.
Political candidates, always claiming victory,
Heave their arms heavenward, to the adultation of their hangers-on .
Miss Utah floating in the Rose Parade extends her bare arm;
Hinged at the wrist, her cupped palm gently oscillates from side to
side.
Moving forward, we gesticulate to attract friends' bewildered eyes
Or ofter greetings no less meaningful than our heard hellos.
Parting, we signify farewells with mild resignation
Or reach frantically for one we know we can no longer hold.
Nicholas Barker

Alan Fiol

Contrast is Exactitude
Indifferent fog; untasteful world .
Grey and uncertain coughs the voice Vain daybreak strnggles to unfurl,
Is caught in twilight, dies unnoised.
The swirling clouds of typhoid mist
Clandestine kipper coffins make.
They cannot heal the deadly cyst,
Nor can they drain the stagnant lake.
In erring trys of budding gems,
The mixing greys of gyring edge
Attempt to blur the moral trends,
And leaping, strain to fly the hedge.
On, mystic mass of jumbled night!
Approach, arachnid, jaded day!
Shadow shadows shadow's lights
And laughter lisps its trembling way.
A blender call, a "Halooo!" shout.
The needle sockets in and out
As dark is nigh to light become,
As blending sounds of life grow dumb,
As life and heart and brain grow numb.
Keith Jones

Janes' Dirge
I.

IL

Small and frail
Shriveled and pale
She
wait
for death,

ury and dusty road

Words I never thought
would capture her.

Unwilling earth
relinquishes the moist
darkness,

Lemonade stands
For ythia blossoms
Hopscotch games,
Images that try to
reclaim
her
and rightfully so.
Images that have to fight
the tubes and needles.
Images that like she,
have become weary with age.
I said goodbye to
her
long ago.

protests visitors.
Long unkempt grass
bows down in sorrow.

but only for a moment
Then she reclaims her own.
Cars like a snake
slither to their final
destination.
Headlights weep
bright halogen tears.
Motors hum soft! y
"She is dead. She is dead
She returns to the dust
as
do
we
all.
Elissa Pusser

Reasons for Urns
If the dogs I saw last night kept running at the same pace,
they'd reach dawn by midnight.
And I think someone popped the sun like a smart balloon as
I watch it fly like a drunken bird to the horizon.
And my watch, whether I wind it or unwind, hangs an hour
every fifty minutes, and cops a second off every minute.
Every spring the flowers rise, looking my way, laughing at
the cool which has given up fighting with the sun.
Even hope speeds.
Eric Costello

Studies in Confusion
Oh words that flow from stilted pen,
Oh thoughts that mangle form.
Will distant fixtures strangely blend,
And unify the torn?
Faltering facts shatter to dust,
Fly up, confuse and blind.
What, where now? Whom to trust?
How know a world unrhyrned?
An ultimate Reference has every point,
Fear and laughter and strife.
Sacred truth this world anoint,
Peace my life.
Jane McCallum

Wake of the l\Iorn
I've been telescoping reason
Enlarging nothing more than wonder
Until I find the funeral home
Silence of mind must live.in solitude
With eyes of thought protruding
E cape to li ght that burn without
And absence shines within
Until the morning sun will break
And penetrate my pores as gold
Bill English

